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Thank you for giving me the opportunity to be of service to you. Here are

more details about the nature of my coaching practice, and how it has been

designed to serve you.

Three Layers of Support

My observation is that most people need different types of support in order

to feel nurtured and experience true change in their journey. For that, I have

created three layers to facilitate your spiritual development.

Three Coaching Programs

There are currently three coaching options that cater to the different needs

listed above.

To facilitate this depth of work, I am currently being trained under the

Institute for Coaching Mastery and will graduate with a Mastery-level

certification, which combines spirituality and psychology into my workings

using five major frameworks, called SEMBU (Somatic, Emotional, Mental,

Behavioral, and Unconscious).

Hello lovely soul!



Sacred Bubble

A Sacred Bubble is the most intimate form of coaching, available to those

that are really ready to go deep into their healing. We strengthen your self-

awareness at five layers (somatic, emotional, mental, behavioral, and

unconscious) to help you step into your true power. You will notice me

introducing other modalities like inner child healing, higher self & soul guide

work, masculine & feminine balance, etc wherever I consider it suitable for

your growth.

Through this process, you are fully supported over the span of 8 sessions

which typically occur twice a month (or sooner if a client needs it), helping

you embody and bring the changes you are seeking in your evolution.

Post that, a Sacred Bubble is renewed for 'self-maintenance work' for 4

sessions every time, which would occur as frequently as a client's needs if

they want to continue working on different areas of life. You also have the

option to take occasional Breakthrough Calls to complement your growth, in

place of the renewal for four more sessions.

Add ons: You are supported at all three levels - coaching, self-paced

learning tools, and lifetime access to the community, including bonus calls,

additional tools, etc. As a part of the Sacred Bubble, you will also receive

other paid material for your self-paced, such as audio meditations,

worksheets, workbooks, and so on.

Breakthrough call

This is a singular 90-min laser coaching call that helps you explore your

blocks, and gain clarity & wisdom on what you can do differently to shift your 



life. A breakthrough call is one-off, and ideal for someone that may not be

seeking long-term support but would like to learn some new tools and get

clarity on where they're headed. 

And then, they consider themselves equipped to be able to take necessary

actions from there, and are gently placed back into the real world, with new

knowledge, new tools, and a new perspective.

Add-ons: The call is followed by some feedback and suggestions over email.

Signing up for a breakthrough call would not make you eligible for community

access.

Community Calls

For someone that may not have the time or resources to receive one-on-one

coaching in any capacity, I have opened up the community calls to them,

along with one 30-min session of one-on-one coaching with me.

CAVEAT: All members' participation is expected to be courteous and secular

at all times. If you have enrolled to be a member of the community, but are

found misconducting, you will be removed and banned from future programs.

Add-ons: While you do not get email support or ongoing coaching, you will

be able to join all the calls and self-healing tools shared in the community.

Pro Bono Work

If you are unable to pay full price for the coaching program, you can put your

name on the probono waitlist. Subject to availability over the upcoming

months, I will reach out and support you as best possible. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf57wDnZydye67W1sMq3-C3_s3CLy_XrFg3iHNt2RSZ1PKzDw/viewform


Enrolling Yourself

If you haven't already, schedule in an initial consultation and let's figure out

what can help you deepen your spiritual journey.

> Schedule a complimentary 30-min session <

 

 

 

**** Please read the terms and conditions (explained in laymen)

mentioned in the following pages, to understand what to expect (and

not expect) from these offerings provided to you ****

https://calendly.com/myspiritualshenanigans/finding-your-spiritual-shenanigans-30-mins


Terms &

Conditions

NOTE: While I have tried to simplify the policies for you in the upcoming

section, I would like to remain transparent and also share the following

Disclaimer, Terms and Conditions, and Privacy Policy for your information.

https://myspiritualshenanigans.blog/disclaimer/
https://myspiritualshenanigans.blog/terms-and-conditions/
https://myspiritualshenanigans.blog/privacy-policy/


First things first. Coaching is not therapy.

Coaching is a thought-provoking and creative process that inspires the

client to maximize personal and professional potential. It is designed to

facilitate the development of personal, professional, or business goals

and to develop and carry out a strategy/plan for achieving those goals.

We are NOT working through big-t traumas or mental health challenges

like depression, bipolarity, etc. As a coach, I am not eligible to diagnose

you for any medical conditions. However, if need be, you can and should

work in parallel to a therapist/doctor while receiving coaching. 

Coaching is best suited for those that have a growth mindset and would

like to accelerate in their spiritual journey with a professional + intimate

support system. 

We are not investigating your past, as much as we are focused on

reshaping your future. I will be helping you uncover blocks at five levels -

somatic, emotional, mental, behavioral, and unconscious. And then we

will work from a place of aligned action to reshape your reality. I am

being trained under the Institute of Coaching Mastery to facilitate this

depth of work. 

Please note that I do not work with minors.

I also reserve the right to politely decline people I may not consider

fitting for my scope of work.

The purpose of coaching is different from therapy.



Coaching is much more than the one hour of time we spend together.

While you will be provided with new tools & fully supported in your steps

towards a better-aligned life, in the end, it is your integrity and

commitment which will follow through for you in putting those tools into

practice in everyday life. 

My role as a coach is to fully hold space for you through your blocks, and

to help you gain clarity. However, I cannot take actions on your behalf

and do not hold liability for the actions that you do take (or don't take)

because of any direct or indirect services received through me.

It is my deepest desire to serve and help the world heal. If for any reason

a client is found insincere, I reserve the right to discontinue the coaching

container with them. Some circumstances that can lead to termination

(not an exhaustive list) are:

Constantly missing or showing up late on calls;

Being disrespectful towards the coach or spewing hate to any

community members;

Not following through on payments;

Others.

You are fully accountable.

 

There are no quick fixes, and at times, you might feel like you are feeling

worse before things get better. You will be fully held and supported in

navigating this discomfort, however, you must remember that your coach is

not your 'savior' and that what worked for someone else may not bring results

for you. So please be patient with me and yourself as we go through this

together. And as the saying goes, please be coachable. :)

Healing is neither linear nor rapid.

 



Your safety & well-being is always a priority.

This is a safe space where there is no judgment. I honor your truth,

whatever that may be.

Your sharings are confidential and remain safe with me. I may on

occasion reference the takeaways or story-aspect from our coaching in

spaces like my blog work, books, or public sharing. Please be assured that

this would be without revealing your identity or personally identifiable

information to anyone.

If I am required to record a session for training purposes, I will take your

consent in advance and will not proceed with recording if you are not

comfortable. Group sessions may be recorded for future access, where

again, your identity will be protected as best possible.

You will never be forced to share or do something that you are not

comfortable with. We will approach all work, tools, and healing with an

open mind and willingness to simply try doing things differently, wherever

possible.

Communication is key for me to understand how to better serve you. If at

any point something isn't serving you, please do not shy away from letting

me know. Remember, as your coach, I am at your service with the full

intention of helping you embody the SEMBU work.  

If at any point, I do not feel comfortable guiding you for a situation (like

trauma, suicide, depression, etc), it will be my responsibility to inform you

of the boundary and to redirect you to take on that level of discussion

with a professional.

It is important for me that you feel safe and respected at all times. To ensure

that, here are the commitments I will uphold at all times of our coaching.



Simple ethics for coaching

Prepare your body. Get physically comfortable. It may mean sitting on a

cushion on the floor, sitting at your desk, being outdoors in nature, or

simply lounging on a comfortable chair in a cozy room. Try creating a

distraction-free space that you can attend your sessions in.

Prepare your mind. I encourage meditating or doing some breath work to

calm your mind for a few minutes before you join our call so that you can

be more present and grounded in the session. 

Take time to set your intention for the upcoming session. Jotting down

your questions for me may also be helpful, but keep in mind these may

shift and change as the session progresses naturally. Some prompts that

might help you get thinking are:

What was the most pressing issue for you this week?

What is getting in the way of your spiritual growth at the moment

What are you hoping to do more of, or less of, through the help of

your coach?

 Have your supplies handy. We do a variety of reflection work, and most

of the time, you will have AHA moments and homework - both worth

writing down! 

Arrive on time, leave on time. Please do not push our session outside the

intended window of conduct. I will wait up to 5 minutes for you to arrive

before marking it as a no-show.

Last but not least - take at least 10 minutes after every session to reflect

and digest the conversations we've had.  

To maximize the benefits of your coaching, here are some tips:



Reschedules & Refunds

Only up to one last-minute reschedule for every eight sessions you

book. If you're signed up for a breakthrough, you get one exception only.

If you do need to reschedule, please give a 24-hour notice so that your

time can be offered to someone else. Otherwise, I will have to bite my

tongue on this and say "no reschedule accepted for this call". 

There are no refunds possible, but I will honor you if you need to step

away and focus on other commitments for some time. However, if upon

your return, the session prices or program structure have been revised,

please honor the difference.

Sporadic calls do NOT help in coaching you. If you are enrolled in the

Sacred Bubble, your next session will be planned within a 2-week time

frame, and we will be mutually planning our next call, within the current

session. 

I understand that life gets in the way, but I am setting firmer boundaries

around my coaching practice, to ensure that you are able to maximize your

experience, with the intention with which you enroll. 

Changes to Structure & Program Fees

As I grow, my work grows with me. This can come forward in many ways, not

limited to adding new policies, having different program designs and flows,

and changes in fee structure. You will be informed in a reasonable amount of

time in case of any changes, and the coaching will only proceed after mutual

agreement on the new terms. My intention will always be service-first,

however, I will also remain fair to myself in the work I do. Please honor the

changes as a part of my growth.



Have any questions? Just ask!

At the core of all this, remember that this coaching is designed to empower

YOU, and to support you in your journey back to self. So, it is most crucial

that we are on the same page, and that I am able to offer you support in a

way that really helps you grow.

You are welcome to ask me more questions (which I will also use to update

this document, as time progresses).

If you need to get on a call, you know where to find me! Here's my calendar

[LINK].

My honest expectation is that you find the love & support that helps you stay

committed to your journey. And in doing that, I know I will have lived a big

part of my purpose - to inspire you to find your spiritual shenanigans.

Love, Light & Awareness,

Vasundhra Gupta 

https://calendly.com/myspiritualshenanigans/connect-with-vasundhra-gupta


I look forward to helping

you deepen your spiritual

journey, dear one!


